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 HIGHLIGHTS

Welcome to baja!:
The Baja Peninsula is your classroom in EPI’s Baja 
Whale Ecology Program. Your course provides a unique 
opportunity to assist with international conservation efforts 
in a World Heritage Site that’s home to 39% of the Earth’s 
marine mammal species.

the world of whales:
Thirty-three species of cetaceans can be found in the calm, 
nutrient-rich waters surrounding Baja California Sur, from 
mega-pods of dolphins to the largest creature ever to exist 
on earth—the blue whale. During your course, you’ll focus 
on the friendly and inquisitive grey whale. You’ll visit the 
southernmost grey whale calving grounds in Baja: Bahia 
Almejas. There, you’ll help conduct surveys to gather 
important baseline data about the whales in the area and 
help establish a photo-ID database.

a sustainable culture:
The precarious nature of life and industry demands 
sustainability, and a culture of conservation has taken root 
in Baja. EPI’s campus, balanced between the desert and 
the sea, is a bastion for sustainable living and community 
education. With EPI, you’ll meet local eco club members to 
learn more about resource limitations in Baja and steps that 
an engaged local community can take to find solutions.

GET UP CLOSE WITH GREY WHALES 
AND THEIR CALVES

SNORKLE IN THE BAY OF LA PAZ

CAMP ON A PRISTINE BEACH  
UNDER THE STARS
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Day 1: Arrive in Baja
• Head north to La Paz, the capital of Baja California Sur
• Get to know your instructors and hear course introductions

Day 2: Travel to Whale Camp
• Travel to Puerto Chale and take a short boat ride to camp in the 

heart of grey whale calving grounds
• Set up your beachside camp and hear an introduction on grey 

whale ecology and research
• Fall asleep to the sounds of whales and waves in your cozy tent

Days 3-5: Puerto Chale’s Grey Whales
• Hop on a research boat and conduct grey whale surveys 

alongside EPI instructors and scientific partners
• Visit one of the region’s largest sea lion rookeries, where you’ll 

observe these gregarious marine mammals and their pups
• Investigate the phenomena that interests you by creating an 

individual research project
 
Day 6: return to the mainland

• Present your individual research projects to the group
• Break camp and head back to La Paz

Day 7-8: Baja above and below the water
• Spend a day exploring and snorkeling in a designated natural 

protected area
• Meet local eco club members and learn how they’ve worked to 

promote sustainable living projects in their community
• Take in the vibrant marine and conservation-inspired art during 

a stroll along La Paz’s iconic waterfront Malecón
• Enjoy a farewell dinner and celebrate the work you’ve done to 

protect the world’s aquarium 

Day 9: Depart from Cabo San Lucas Airport

Length
Research & Service 

Hours
Coursework 

Hours
Focus

9 Days 18 30
whale biology, 

marine ecology, 
sustainable living

Sample itinerary
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